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World Report' Series Presents Brilliant Nigerian Scholar

•

sua

0. A DISTINGUISHED aud;ence turned out recently to hear
Rufus Adeyemi, brilliant Nigerian scholar, in an address before
the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, 116 Michigan ave.,
in the Woodrow Wilson lecture hall- Adeyemi was guest speaker on the -World Report" series on the eve of his oeparture for
his home in Ondo after seven years college work in the states.
Photo above left: An informal tea service refreshed the members and guests preceding the lecture. Carter L. Davidson, executive director of the council (at left) chats with two international visitors, Miss Maria Ore:, teacher of Lisbon, Portugal and
E. L. L. O'Reilly-Wright, headmaster of his private school in
Accra, Gold Coast. Mrs. Frances Matlock, who covered the
lecture or the Defender (at tea service) was a hostess.

•

•••

• AMONG PROMINENT Southsiders present (photo right)
were Mrs. Marjorie Black and Mrs. Alice Jones of the Chicago
public library staff. Photo below: Guest speaker Rufus Adeyemi
held the rapt attention of a group of guests during the tea service. They are (from left) Mrs. Lorelei Davis, Miss Ann Grace
Sawyer, Bernard Rasing and Miss Dorothy Mamoser. Adeyemi
holds a masters degree in social ard industrial relatoins from
the University of Chicago where he majored in public relations.
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r Waterford Clan Gathers From Four States As
W. C. Waterford Is Feted On 99th Birthday

Prexy's
Rep. Diggs To !College
Widow, 86, Dies
Stump For Adlai

ORANGEBURG, S. C. — Mrs.
' Marian Raven Birnie Wilkinson,
86, widow of the late Dr. Robert
WASHINGTON — Rep. Charles Shaw Wilkinson, second president
C. Diggs is taking the stump on of South Carolina State college
behalf of Democratic candidates from 1911 until his death in 1932,
Adlai E. Stevenson and Estes Ke- died last week at her home.
Surviving are:
fauver, the Democratic National
Committee has announced.
Two brothers Dr. James H. BirThe 34-year-old Congressman nie, Atlanta. and Dr. Richard Bitfrom Detroit will Rieke an extend- nie, New York; two sons and two
ed speaking tour of the far West daughters, Dr. Robert S. Wilkinwith stops in San Francisco, Oak- son, Dr. Frost Birnie Wilkinson,
land, Fresno and Los Angeles. He Miss Lola L. Wilkinson, social
will also address political rallies worker. all of New York: and Mrs.
in Portland, Oregon and Seattle, Helen R. Wilkinson Sheffield, proWash. before returning to the mid- feisor of chemistry, South Carowest to speak at a giant labor lina State college; three grandmeeting in Minneapolis on Oct. 19. children and one great grandchild.

Mrs. Artie Waterforo Nelson entertained a large number of relatives and friends in her beautiful home at 971 N. Manassas st.
Sunday, Sept. 23 with a birthday
party honoring her father William
Grandville Waterford on his 99th
birthday.
The dining room, living room
and bedroom were ettractively bedecked with arranged flowers and
the dining room table was a thing
of beauty.
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the most unique and thrill and and coach.
and his organ. . .a stellar line-up
- suspense packed party of all
From Edmondson. Ark., birth- guaranteed to captivate all loy
times! The Gay hawk Inn was place of the honoree, came Mrs.
era of blues and progressive muthe scene of Vic's party for the Toni Waterford, jr., a sister-in.
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sic, Many will recall that the Ca..'
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feta and velvet clutch bag. FolThirty five centers have been lowing this. . .guests found their
established, where classes will places for .the bridge game. . .
meet three times e v..eek. Civic.. and upon settling down for a se' The Y-Teens of Vance Avescocial, religious nd educational nous session with Goren — Vic
n e Branch Young Women's
groups are using all effort to en- , announce that any two ladies with
Christian Association are re-opencourage attendance in the pro- the same last initials were entitled
ing the "Canteen For Teens" this
gram. The $1.00 egistration fee to prizes. Lola Taylor and Edith
year and what a gala opening this
charged for materials will be re- Thornton, who sat facing each '
will be! A real teen-age floor
paid to each and every individ- I other. were thrilled beyond words'
show, refreshments, plenty of
oaf participating by WD1A Radio; with their black faille make-up
music and fun, fun, fun!!!! CanStation. . .a truly noble and gen- carry-alls. one resplendent with
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Iles.
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to
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ly decorated table, left
the ninth birthday of their
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sula Beauchamp is seen at the
Mary Horne Porter.
Don't miss the "Canteen for
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YWCA.
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Teens"
ie Beauchamp, Sunday, Sept.
en a brocaded scarf. Then followMrs. Leland Atkins was the ed a five minute break
to)
2340 for more information .
sern.Johneon. jr.. Ls nne Ulen,
2a. .A surprise element at the
charming hostess to Links, Inc., and guests were then asked to,
at her beautiful home on Arkan- write their answer to the ques
sag at. last Thursday. . .and en-i tion. "What was the name of the
joying the convicality of this gath- country where an attempted asSOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA sorrows COMPANY SY
ering of smart matrons were signation was made on the presmembers Mrs. Philip S. Booth, ident recently?" Elizabeth Simon
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
Mrs. C. C. Sawyer. Mrs. Charles came through with the correct anTheir next game is with ManesBy DENVER TERRY
Tarpley, Mrs. Lerey Youngg.Mrs., swer. and won a beige scarf
ma, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
H. A. Young. Mr. Frederick' bedecked with seed pearls and
In the Junior High school de- sas on Oct. 11.
Ri%era,
• Mrs. accessory. Much fun ensued when !
•
partment of Flameton High, Prof.
Miss Jewel Gentry,
W. L. Pamphlet, teacher of
W. 0. Speight. ire Mrs. C. S. all were asked to count the monJones. . .president of the 'Mem- ey contained in their purses. Ethel
American and Tennessee History
ee-s-eephis Links, Mrs. Caffiey Barthol- Tarpley had the most, and for this
in grades seven and eight, has
omew, Mrs. Floyd Campbell, Mrs. she was given a selvet shirt tie.
found an alert student in MeEldThe Leath Social Service club , ville, Mo.; and Mrs. M. Atkins' ridge Person, of 8-4A. This alertW. W. Gibson, Mrs. J. E. Burke I bedecked Wiwth seed pearls and
of Forrest City. Ark.. Mrs. U. S. rhinestones And the climax the held its regular meeting at the I husband is recov slug from a re- ness was in the :inding of an escent illness.
Bond of Madison, Ark., and Mrs. I prize-giving
say on "The Indian" in the
•
were residence of Mrs. lady T. Stokely,
game. . guest.
The Willing Workers Neighbor- book "The Growth of the Nation."
308 W. Fields aye_ with M r s.
Hollis Price
I asked to write the occasion and
• ••
F. Taylor, president, presid- hood club, which was organized
Miss Bernice Hightower is new
place where they first met their Mary
last January, has e Elected th e president of the student council
ing.
' friday night found members of husbands The hostess already
After a. brief business period, following new , officers: Mr E. and her vice is Miss Christine'
the SKC clan converging at the had in h er mind the winning eat.
lovely home of Mrs. Julia Hop- eeory of places. One guest stat- the hostess served a tasty menu Dunn. President: Mrs. E. Davis, L o• we.
and eave prizes for the van- vice president; Mrs. B. Nicholas, I
kites on Lake st. for their first '
Something New and Sensational in
They startedcampaigning as
- 'at a dance.' and another "at
eu
meeting of the season. 'Twas a ,i a_ supper club-. Vic said her prize , ous games. All summed up, the secretary: Mrs. M. Cane, assist- school season while senior HayCHRISTMAS CARDS .
momentuous evening. . .heighten- ,I was for meeting at a cocktail par-! members had fun galore. T h e ant secretary, Mr. F, Aluchen, wood Strickland was president.
Nunnelly,
ed by the tempting array of cock- ts•, and everyone agreed that the next meeting of the club will be chaplain: Mrs. W . M
E.
coaches
The Hamilton High
tad fare. . .3nd exchange of news -supper club" was the closest held at the home of Mrs. Taylor, sick committee; and Mr. W. Nich- Ws no and J. Joseph. are still decommitteee.
soil
olas.
stale
Li
aoyner,
Driver.
S.
697
at
and information gathered since answer . . .and Martvna Haynes
pending on the Wildcats to give
•
Ac
this last meeting of the lone friend- was give n a green chiffon scarf reporter.
1 everyone a fight for the champships of all the members of for this.
1 announced later. Mrs Katherine I ionship. The Wildcats lost to
the club The beautiful frocks of
Melrose 25-8 last Thursday night.
With so many prizes already
The Ebony Social Club resumed Smith, reporter.
New 1956 Line of Colored Exclusive
many guests were conversation I been given away. . .one hardly
regular meetings September 14
pieces. . .with Juanita Arnold look- expected the usual prizes f o r
During the eespite frum club acing ultra-smart in her beige bridze. but here, again. was an- tivites during the month of Auwool jersey suit, and vivacious other surprise. for Leola Gillim gust. many members enjoyed vawith your name ... Send 10c for free samples
Gert Walker sc as devastating in captured first prize, a martini set cations in many different parts of
a black faille and white lace of beautiful crystal: Sallie Bartho- the country.
which truly did lomew, second prize, received a
sheth frock
Coming activities include their
justice to her lovely wasp wasit- velvet cocktail bar: Edith ThornFall Fashion Tea next month
We carry a full line of ALL-OCCASION CARDS...
line that is the tnvy of so many ton, third prize winner. received News of the group includes the
Birthday - Anniversary - Get Well - Wedding
of her friends Julia's -----gUPSIC
gold costume jewelry — earrings, birth of a lovely baby girl to
Baby, etc.
were Cora Blackmon and Georgia necklace and bracelet: and guest member Mrs. Ermia Ta y I o r.
.and members present Ethel Tarpley won a beige leather Members joined in the sorrow of
Dancy.
included Melba Briscoe. Ann Reba bag,
the loss of Mrs. (71arlse Ranking'
Twigg, Marion Pride, Harriett
As is the custom of the De- aunt. Miss Frances Williams• Mrs.
Davis. Louise Davis. Hariette voue's, gifts were exchanged with ; Rosa M. Bobo lost her grandfaCLASSES IN
. who, by the way was their secret pals. And need I add ther Horace Brumiey in Portaet
Walker
also stunning in black crepe and
it was a simply. wemderful.
velvet — and looking positively exciting and unusual party that
ravishirg since the advent of the provided conversations for days
latest edition of the Mace.°
Wet-hence
kers t Minnie Mac Woods. Julia
Gordon. Bernice tVillianis (sportMiss Harry Mar Simons, wellWASHINGTON—'ANP ) — Three
ing a really 'mad' haircut and known and loved principal, social
AT
very becoming blonde tresses), and civic leader was hostess at men accused of the strangulatier.
Mildred Crawford Alma Booth, an intimate and beautiful dinner slaying of Roscoe W. Harris. a ,
Washington real estate broker and
and "your scribe'
party for her life-long friends, Nit%
brother•in-law of U.N. Undersecre*
of
Los
Marlin
William
Mrs.
.. and
tary Dr. Ralph Bunche, were inSaturday, found the Sewer F
Angeles. last Thursday evening at
492 VANCE AVENUE
delis club meetine a, the heaute her residence at 731 Hastings at. dicted last wcea on charges of
, first-degree murder and robbery
ful estate of Ann Simpson on Horn
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
i by a Federal Grand jury here. I
Continued on Page 11
Lake and Holmes rds. Every-
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JERRY'S SUNDRY
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The autumn breeze and Autumn Marshall, secretary: Mrs. Bernice
leaves are really p153 mg a lovely Lucas, asst. secy Miss Anna
tune and what could be more beau Jackson, treasurer: Miss Anna
Dasis, parliamentarian, and Mrs.
tiful than those multi-color leaves
Florine Jones, Chaplain. Other
?wing swished through the air. Be- 'members enjoying the services
of
fore you know it though trees Mrs. Shaw were Mesdames Luwith their arms out stietched will cille Davis and Gracie Hurst. Barbe bare and ole Jack Frost will becue here again was the main
SIGMA GAMMA Rho Scholarof Mr. and Mrs. John Bookyoung ladles above. A fifth
school: Miss Vanetta Watson:
use them for a resting place pre- dish on the menu.
ship winners — Proceeds from
er
I.
Hunt.
an
Stella
young
Miss
from
lady.
Manassas
Iligh
and Miss Doiothy Daniels, a
ceding the ice and snow.
IN SPORTS
„
I
"Rhomania". Sigma Gamma
schow! •
Keys. is not shown. Gracing
grodo.le
Dou'oa.s 11 1 ••• h
In the sports world Merry high
Clubs and sports top the list
Rho sorority's annual scholardaughter of Mr. and Mrs. an
LeMoyne college's beautiful
school. Miss Steil Jean Kess,
on the social calendar this week. took another game winning over , ship
project, provided schol.
campus will be. left to right:
Harden, of :at Boston st., a
not pietmed. is also attendThe Atomic Bridge club which Gibson County Training schoo 11
arships for the four talented
Miss Mildred Hunt, daughter
graduate ot Melrose II i g h
ing LeMuyne.
meets weekly was entertained by from Milan by a score of 54 to'
J. T. Beck in his home on Hays 6. Lane lost the first game of the
ave., last Wednesday evening season away from home to AlaMembers unable to be present, barna AdeM college by a score of
were Mesdames Essie Perry and 7 to ()Marie Moore. Charles Be asley OUT OF CITY GUEST FETED
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Gent
very efficiently pinch-hitted for
Mrs. Perry and your scribe sat Cunningham on Institute Street
in for Mrs. Moore. As scores was the setting of an exception.
are compiled. it is very impor. ally tasty dinner last Sunday afttant for members not to be left ernoon. Out of town guests feted
Out a single week. In addition to were Mrs. Emma Helm from Cinseeking the prize, bridge is also cinnati, Oho) who was guest in
The Age Defender learned i Chicago. and is a graduate of the
very relaxing to the mind, re- the home of the Cunninghams, Mr.
definitely last week that Bishop ; Merchants and Bankers College of
lieving it of daily trials. Mem- and Mrs. Floyd Price of Detroit,
William J. Walls, senior bishop of New York City. She has been Bishbers present were Me sdames Mich., visiting in the home of Mr.
ler. Miss Chrysler now makes
MISS THELMA ROSE CHRVs.
the AMEZ church, will wed Miss !op Walls secretary for four 3ears.
Georgia Adkins, Evelyn D Ste. and Mrs. Louise Shells on S. Cumflew
home in New York and
her
City
York
New
ler
of
Dorothy
Louise
Jordan,
his
pri
phenson, Vivian Bell, Fern Walk- berland st., and Mr. and Mt's. Lee
with the New
employed
is
week
two
Memphis
for
a
to
vale secretary, and the marriage
er. and Mr. S. H. Branough Pip- Henry Hunt of Jackson, Miss .
York City Price Change Conher family. Mr.
with
vacation
will
take
place
on
Tuesday,
Dec.
visiting
in
the home of Mr. and
ing chili dogs pleased the late .
trol dis isfon where she holds
and Mrs. Josenh Chrvsle- and
6 at 7 p.m.. at Mother AMS: Zion
iMrs. L. B. Finley on W. Chester st
appetites of the players.
Chrys•
the position of controller.
Bernice
Jo
Miss
sister.
church. 146 W'. 137th M.. ManhatMrs. Royal Etta Cunningham J,acksonians were Hey. and Mrs
The
report
tan.
was
confirmed
by
AN.
C.
T:Try, Mr. and Mrs. Ivory
Continued from Page to
who resides on Rivers St.. was ,
the prelate,. while ;11 New York
hostess to the Criterion Bridge Vi'eddle and Mr.iond Mrs. Thom.
attending
the quarterly conference Mrs. Machin is the former Miss
club last Friday night. Mrs. Vera as Davis and little (;wen. Mrs.
of the newly mated 'Brooklyn dis- Bessie Miller, who grew up in
Brooks was guest, sitting in for Cunningham is we:i known as an
trict. Bishop Albert B.'Shaw of
Mrs. Annie M. Bond. Delicious excellent cook as wed as beautiWilmington, N. C.. will perform • North Memphis. It was really an
clan
so
I know the guests had an
baked ham, asparagus, maca"Auld Lang Sync • affair, and all
the
ceremony.
roni and chest pies made up the enjoyable afternoon.
It will be the first marriage I guests were girlhood friends, and
menu. Mrs. Lula Bell Martin took ' Prizes have been announced for
for each. Both are residents of lifelong neighbors Present were
J LMES W. JONES, son of Mr.
student, is seen with a felfirst prize for high score in pro- the Mammoth Harvest Tea which
A special parent edtleation pro- field of the handicapped.
Chicago. Miss Jordan is living at Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thompson.
Thompson,
Mrs.
Aaron
and
featuring to lectures on the TOPICS COVERED
of
low
student
was
gram
in the
held on the campus of Lane
Army
gresstve bridge. Second went to
present in New York. however, Mrs. Thompson being one of the
It covers normal adjustments,
Medical Service School at Fort
170 Jenson rd., a former BookMrs. Bernice Lucas with the boo- college a few Sundays ago under
where she is in charge oif the well-known Simons sisters, Mrs. des elopment and adjustment of
special problems of a handl.
the
heing
is
children
Sam Houston, Texas.
ter T. Washington High school
handicapped
by going to Miss Phenoy Granber- , the sponsorship of St Paul ('ME
bishop's New York office. Miss Ella Mae Brister Mrs Ida Mae
ry. Mesdames Fannie Dobbins, church. For decorations the first
Jordan studied secretarial work Smith, Mrs, Rosa Henderson and ' sponsored by t h e Keel Avenue , capped child, community resouP
Mae Perpener, Georgia Adkins, prize went to the Usher Board.
a n d business administration in mrs. Irene Williams. Mrs. Hattie i school PTA the second Monday '1 ces for dealing with problems
dfictahpeperde,retbrarafininpgaloaloded
Cyril Porter, Merietta H u g hes, second to the Marie Penn Circle
Simons, the wondertul head of the , night of each montn between 7:30 otfreathttenehnatno
:.,
Gertrude Ford, Julia Sheggog and and third to the Young People. For
Simons clan, was co-hostess with and 8:30 p.m.
your scribe were the other mem- the money raised which amount.
The lectures are by Rutgers un- • child, guidance and home tralia.
, Miss Simons The beautifully prebers who use their skill in t h e ed to $1.500, the first prize went
pared table was arranged by Mrs. iversity in cooperation with the jug, speech difficulties and Ow
tioantternedqiunigreidchtrie
in
to. the Sunday school, second to
art.
Hattie Lawrence. , ..and the de- Nev. Jersey SociPtv (or Crippled eiagl
friends,
and
leeThe
Adults.
the
Usher
Board wire third going
licious seafood dinner was but an- 1 Children and
VANITY FAIR MEETS
I
Fall Fashions for '56, previous-, the models. Tuff Green and his
employment.tne
,txoer
_
tape, have just i
to the A. C. Bailey Circle. Rev.
recorded
on
tures,
terpiece,
S
f
o
r
mas
unusual
other
ly slated for Sunday night, Sep- ! band will also be featured. . .with
I was also guest at the Vanity
1 assistance
P. R. Shy who is completing ,
which she has been long famed. returned fromm the Alaska Society 'i securingThrough them
tember 30, has been changed until Harold Conner, popular song styl•
Fair club meeting along with MesChildren in Anchor. is available from such specialist*
this year as pastor has done quite
Crippled
visiting
for
Mrs.
are
Maclin
and
Mr.
-one week later. . .Sunday night, 1st and recording artist, doing vodames Bernice Bailey and I d a
as Anna S. Starr, Ph.D., , pay.
a fine job in inspiring the mein
her -daughter, Mrs. Icenious Jones age.
j Oct. 7 at the beautiful Flamingo cal selections. Also featured will
Jackson on Saturday night. This
gist; Harry V. Bice, Ph. D., pay.
bers to work.
•
well
ac
been
has
course
at her residence on Oaklawn. , The
! Room, 140".• Hernando st.
very entertaining meeting took
be two brothers %rho are becomby parentsi chologist; Elizabeth Wagner. %Is
attended
and
eepted
MEETS
PTA
..
g
.,
place at the home of the Robert
This change of date has been ing quite well known for their
!1 and professional workers in the cupational therapy consultant;
S. Lyons on Royal at.. with Mrs. , The Washington - Douglas school arranged because of an overlook- (lancing. Robert Harper and his
William Granville Waterford was
George Gens. PhD., director at
Nancy Lyons serving as hostess. held its first Parent - Teacher as- ed previous engagement. T h e four year old brother Thaddeus,
99 y(•ars young on Sept. 23 'and
curriculum, for training teachers
Memphians
are
Elvis Presley tunes which are sociation meeting Tuesday night. show is presented by Mrs. Ruhie The Tennos
vocal group, Ursula
at the wonderful party in his hon- Hall, at 1 p.m.,
of the handicapped, as well an
really taking the day was one of • Sept. 18. Mr. J. Buchanan, pres- Stein Hudson and promises to be and James Joseph — popular teenor at the home of Mrs. Artie I invited to hear their guest speak- many others.
Morrow,
to
aide
Frederick
the games played. The group get- ident presided. The meeting was one of the most beautiful and en_ age dancing couple, and the PhilWaterford Nelson at 941 N. Ma- er, E.
Parents and friends of home.
ting the prize for best portrayal well attended and great plans tertaining shows the season.
lip Sisters from Mrs. Fort's dancnassas, his kin from four states President Eisenhowir, The Ome- bound, retarded, convalescent and
consisted of Mesdames Jackson, were made for a very successful
Ing school.
gathered to pity him homage. Mr. ga Achievement Week theme for crippled children are urged to
MODEL LIST
Bailey and Johnny Reid. Mrs. Bai- year. The faculty for the year of
Waterford is as spry and alert this year is "Wanted: Techniques attend the meetings each second
Fashions will be presented from
Some of Memphis' most beautiley and I received prizes f o r 1956-57 was presented to the ormentally and physically as many • for Strengthening and Further- Monday night between 7:30 and
dancing
p.m.
and
until
11.30
9:30
_
whist along with guest prizes and ganization and pledged their en- ful. and charming models will par- from
his age. . .and relates exper- ing Our Democratic and Chris- 8:30 at the Keel Avenue school.
half
a.m.
Res1:30
'
until
.11:30
Miss Reid received the door prize. tire support to the program of the ticipate in this affair:
iences during his Lie that his des- tian Heritage". Following their
BISHOP W. J. WALLS
Mrs. Elizabeth Ware is PTA
Mary Beal, Thelma Davidson, ervations may be made by cafling
tradition, another Omega achieve- president. Mrs. Dorothy
Other members on hand were Mes- PTA. More than 50 persons purcendents now study in history.
8-5953.
6-9416
Clu
or
WH
JA
Thomas
Polly
Frankelle
Caradine,
Wand,
ment award will be given to an is secretary and Mrs.
dames Willie B. Handley, Clar- chased membership cards.
groups are invited to come.
Dorothy
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Emmerson,
Parker,
Annie
Annie
outstanding Memphian.
ice Gibbs, Etta B. Williamson,
The Association IF in hopes that
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before
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been
Mrs.
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and Beulah Wiley. All were then the history of the school.
Steinberg . . .and B T. Washingere Larnette Wright, Myrtle Col- ' the public for many years. She
filled to delight with half barbeDon't forget American Educa- lins Budwell, Geneva Bennett, Ann has had over seven yerrs expertton's physical education teacher,
cued chicken and all the trimMusical Instruments for School
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Newson
Blackshire,
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and Trombones - Artley Flutes
of the Semper Fidelis Council
of 508 N. Third st., is in Los AnRolena Mitchell, Beverly Nevills, and woman's program director of
meeting with Mrs. Daisy Shaw on your schools during that week.
Only
geles with her daughter, Mrs. RoMable Windfrey, Birdie Robinson, one station for over two years.
Stonewall st. Election of officers
to
plans
10.00
and
Down
Johns
—
Jean
Mambopresented
setta
Haynes
Veronica
also
Verretta
She
has
took place for the fiscal year of The Jacks and Jilts held their
5.00 Nast Month
stop in Chicago before returning
1956-57. Elected as president is regular meeting today recently at Havnes, Mardine King. M a b le Talent Night at the Flamingo
home. Hot Springs, Ark. was chosMrs. Cora Deberry. Miss Lurline the home of the president, George Sudduth, June Tucker, Evelyn Room. At the present she is em5,00 Nilo Month
111 Madison Ave.
department
en by Mrs. Lula Alexander for
agency
Steinberg.
ployed in the
Savage, vice president, Mrs. A .L. Roach. They also held election of Finnie and Jean
$20.00
to
visit
APPLIES
ON
a
r.nd
her vacation —
Bob "Honeymoon" Garner will of Universal Life Insurance cornMemphis, Tenn.
officerc.
Dalton Springs is planned also.
PURCHASE If RETAINED
provide beautiful organ music for pally.
Home of the Bends
Omega Psi Phi fraternity members have set Oct. 211 for their
LOANS — INSURANCE
annual Achievement Week Pub- I
72 Union A
lic Program. . .LeMoyne's Bruce
MISS DOROT111' L. JORDAN
Sassing Memphis 50 Yaws

Bishop Wall To
Wed Secretary
Society

Keel PTA To Sponsor
10-Lecture Program

'Fall Fashions' Show
Re-Dated Set Oct. 7

I

a

RENT TO BUY

Colie Stoltz
music Co.

J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.

Pet Milk Baby of the Week"
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy babies
raised on Pet Evaporated Milk

Jo. 6-0341

CAN YOU USE
to

CASH
CITY FINANCE
MORE

Dial
on Your
1480BROADCAST
SCHEDULE

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK

BUILDING

'WHERE FOLKS LiKi YOU
GET PREFIRINTIA1
SERVICf'

THSCUSSING- PLANS for the

ALL ABOUT THE WEST INDIES
Did you know that many famous Negroes in the United States are
from the West Indies, including the Borough President of Manhattan in New York City, the prettiest lady boogie-woogie pianist.
and several of the greatest baseball players. Read about them in

•

THE FIRST ROOK OF THE WEST INDIES by Langston Hughes
Did you know that every time Columbus sighted a new island in
the West Indies be was moved to exclaim that it was the prettiest
land he ever saw? Each island seems lovelier than the last as itInstrated In colors in
THE FIRST BOOK OF THE WEST INDIES by Langston Hughes
Jamaica, Cuba, Trinidad, Barbados, Antigua, Dominica, the Virgin Islands all are described in vivid word pictures in
THE flan BOOK OF THE WEST INDIES by Langston Hughes
Designed for children but interesting to adults, too, order your
copy today of THE FIRST BOOK OF THE WEST INDIES at $1.95
plus 5 cents postage. Simply put two dollars cash or money order
Into an envelope with this coupon and mail to: University Place
Bookshop, $11 University Place, New York 1, N. Y.
NAME..

Fashion show to be held at
the Flamingo Room Sunday
night, Oct. 7 are Mrs. Ruble
Stein Hudson, second from
lett, show director, with (read-

ing from left), Mrs. Annie Em.
merson, Clifford Miller, Mrs.
Parker and Mrs. Geneva Bennett. (McChriston Photo)

We Have All The
"HIT RECORDS"
Popular, Rock-and-Roll
RHYTHM AND BLUES
Both Speeds,45 and 78

BOB NEAL'S
Record Shop
Open Each Day 10:00 a.m.To 9:00 p.m.
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50 South Main Street
CITY AND STATE

(Next To Warner Theatre),
Phone JA. 5-3156

MONDAY THAO SATURDAY — SUNDAY
ANNOUNCES
PROGRAM
.
TIME
R. L. WEAVER
5000 — 5.30
GOSPEL PRINCE
SIGN ON
5:30 — 600
R. L. WEAVER
GOSPEL PRINCE
6.00 — 6:30
R. L. WEAVER
GOSPEL PRINCE
6:3n — '700
R. L. WEAVER
GOSPEL PRINCE
7:00 — 730
HUSKY DORY
HUNKS' DORY SHOW
7 3n — 800
RUNICY DORY
HUSKY DORY•SHOW
7 30 — 8:00
RUNEY DORY
HUSKY DORY SHOW
610 — 8:30
HURRY DORY
HUSKY DORY SNOW .
8 3n -- 9.06
R. L. WEAVER
SPIRITUAL SUNBEAMS
900 — 9:30
SOUTHERN WONDERS
R L. WEAVER
930 — 1010
BROTHER JOE MAY SHOW
PRO. JOE MAY
1000 — 1030
BROTHER JOE MAY SHOW
PRO. JOE MAY
10:30 — 1100
BROTHER JOE MAY SHOW
SRO. J1314 MAI
11:00— 11:05
NEWS
JAY STORM
11:05 — 11:30
HUSKY DORY
HUNK? DORY SHOW
1130 — 1310
HUSKY DORY
HUNK? DORY SHOW
12:00 — 12'30
HUSKY DORY
'MURKY DORY SHOW
1230 — I:no
HUSKY DORY
HUSKY DORY SHOW
110 — 1:30
HUSKY DORY 61110W
RUNNY DORY
130 — 2:00
BROTHER JOE MAY PROW
PRO. JOE MAY
200 — 2:30
BROTHER JOE MAY PROW
RRO, JOE MAY
2:30 •--3!00
BROTHER JOE MAY SHOW
BRO. JOE MAY
3:00 — 3:05
NEWS
JAY STORM
3.05 — 3:30
CANE COLE CLUB
'TARE" COLE
3.30 -- 4:00
CANE COLE CLUB
"CANE" COLE
400 — 4:30
CANE COLE CLUB
'CANE" COLE
430 —5:no
:ARE COLE CLUB
"CANE" COLE
500 — 3:15
CANE COLE CLUB
"CANE' COLE
5'15 — 5.25
NEWS AND SPORTS
JAY mem
5:25 — 5:30
PRAYER FOR PEACE
'CANE"
COLE
330 -SIGN OF?
''CANE COLE
COO -- 43:30
SIGN-ON — SPIRITUAL MOMENTS
JAY STORM
630 — 7:00
SPIRITUAL MOMENTS
,rAY STORM
700 -- 7:30
SPIRITUAL MOMENTS
JAY STORM
7.30 —. six
SOUTHERN WONDERS
R
I WEAVER
11:Ou — 8:30
ORAL ROBERTS' HEALING WATERS JAY STORM
t30 -- 5:45
JORDAN WONDERS
JAY STORM
:45 -- 5:00
SOUL REV/Vans
JAY STORM
9110 — 9:30
PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
REMOTE
9:30 — 1000
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH
REMOTE
20:00 "... 10:30
OK HIT PARADE
JAY STORM
10:30 — 10:33
14 W/1
JAY STORM
10:35 -. 11:00
OK HIT PARADE
JAY STORM
11:00 — 1110
OK HIT PARADE .
JAY STORM
11:30 --• 1204
OK HIT PARADE
JAY STORM
1300 -- 1213
NEWS
JAY STORM
12.05 + 12:30
OK MT PARADE
JAY STORM
1230 ..- 100
PLATTER PARTY
"CANE" COLE
1,
0) — 1:30
PLATTER PARTY
"CANE" COLE
1'30 --• 2:00
MEET THE LEADER
JAY STORM
200 —310
NEW SHILOH BAPTIST CRUNCH
REMOTE
3700 .... 4:00
LANE AVE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST REMOTE
410 -- 430
JERUSALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
REMOTE
4:30 -- 5:00
JAZZ UNLIMITED
"CANE" COLE
5700 — 5:23
JAZZ UNLIMITED
"CANE" COLE
6.25 --- 3.30
PRAYER FOR PEACE
"CANT" COLE
5:30 —
SIGN OF'?
'TARE COLE
Oct.
Buy Now Sep Clothes F. The Whole Family On Easy Credit
Terms
MURRAY'S CREDIT CLOTHING
1112 11. Main
5th & 'roadway
Memphis
West Memphis, Ark.
It's OK. if Ii Advertised on WLOK — 1464

CHRISTOPHER PAGE — 18 Months
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Jonah Page — 981-D Peach
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby sof
the Week" Certificate! The proud parents will receive
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.

More of America's happy; heal* babies an raised
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
ENTER YOUR BABY'S PHOTO TODAY I
yevr baby hot been fed Pet Evaporated Wk,end is leer
lose 3 years of as*,00 its this swoon and toad with photo Ica
PET MX
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World View Of What Goes n Tropical Music, Drama

By AL MONROE
THERE WAS the tops in singing on "Monitor" the radio tourer
Saturday and Sunday when Al
Hibbler and Pearl Batley hit the
program on successive nights and
in that order — LENA HORNE
made her first air appearance
since returning from abroad Monday with Count Baste

licity stunt. — LOUIS BELLSON,
hubby of Peerl Bailey has been
engaged to write tunes for a soon
to be staged Broadway play. —
IIEAR TELL "SUGAR RAY" Robinson's wife, Edna Mae and widow
of the late Bill Robinson. Elaine,
may be teamed in a duet to be
known as "The Robinsons."
WHEN LENA HORNE opens in
HEAR TELL Dorothy Dandrirge
has been told to dye her hair a Las Vegas next month she will
light hazel brown for next picture. feature a wardrobe of exclusive
—INCIDENTALLY JERRY Lew- Paris creations purchased while
is, the comic has suggested Doro- she was abroad. — LENA INC!.
thy join Lena Horne. Danny Kaye, DENTALLY arrived In the States
DANNY THOMAS, Sammy Davis, last week wiib seven trunks of
jr., in setting up a night club in new gowns, furs and shoes.—
Hollywood. — LEWIS FIGURES SHOULD BE SHOW stoppers since
owning their own club would give no one can do more (or perhaps
the stars mentioned chance to as much) for gowns ab Lena genspend several weeks out of sear erally (always) does. HARRY EDat 'home" instead of hitting the ISON, one time ace with Count
Basle, and his WEALTHY WIFE,
road continuously.
IF YOU'D like to see the origi- a former New York night club
nal story of "passing often pen- singer are in LOS ANGELES Di- ,
ned in magazine stories drop by; voree Court in a battle that rings '
of atomic noise. WIFE IS ASKING
a neighborhood theatre and see
$10,,000
alimony which is some"Imitation of Life" that star s'
Claudette Colbert Louise Beavers thing Harry's ex-pats are surLITTLE NGARIA KUNOTT,
and Freddi Washington — FRED- 1 prised to learn he has in his posnorthern territory appears in
orphan from the Aborigine s title role of "Jedda" a film
DI, ONE time sisteron-law to A. session.
ONE MIGHT WELL call Billy
tribe of Australia's little known
Clayton Powell, plays the role of
now topping "hit row" in Eu"Peola," the gal who became very Eckstine's performance on STEVE ,
ALLEN
show an accident that
bitter because she had the skincolor but wasn't classed as blossomed into just what his fans j
wanted most. — YOU SEE BILLY I
"white."
reached the studio to find music I
AMONG THOSE not "so hot" on
for songs he was to sing had not
"Lord Don't Play Favorites" on
arrived so he hit out on several
NBC-TV recently was "Satehmo"
oldies. — THE OLDIES, all stand- ,
himself. THE BAND LEADER
ards, went over big with viewers. ,
role Louis had was not his style
IT'S HAPPENED to stars before ,
and no one knew that better than
like when Pcgleg Bates left his ;
Satchmo who did best he could
By EDWARD SCOBIE
mixed blood but, instead, Jedda
dancing "peg" at airport when he!
do with whit!, he was given to do.
falls in love with a hill-blooded,
arrived to make a TV appearance
LONDON
—
unusual
A
most
film 1 savage' aborigine called
— CHEZ PAREE goes Sepia. talMarbuck
ent wise in big way next season. recently. — BATES DIDN'T dance showing in Bsitain at the moment (Robert Tudawali). Troubles is in
without his "peg" rather using
is JEDDA. The story is based on store for the lovers.
— BOOKED FOR THE popular the old one
that takes him from
Both leading actGrs are purenightery are Nat King Cole, Lena place to place.
the life and customs of the aborbred aborigioes. Tudawali beHorne, Arthur Lee Sinipkins, AND
HEAR TELL SEVERAL Sepias igines in the Northern Territory of
longs to the vanishing blue-black'
MANAGEMENT hopes Harry Bet- are in line for
the role Jack Car- Australia.
Tiwi tribe of Melvi'le Island, off
afonte.
FRIENDS ARE SAY- ter occupies ii Broadway
Jedda.
played by Ngarla Kunott, the north coast of Australia
's "Mr.!
ING that story about Velma Mid- Wonderfu
. Ngarl" when the costarring is an orphan aborigine girl,
la Kunott is a member of t h e
dleton Satch.no's vosaliso being comic quits
the Sammy Davis star- brought up by white settlers who
Arunta tribe and was found as a
engaged to A WEALTHY A N D rer. ONE
MENTIONED promin- teach her how to read and write, very small
child wandering, ragcrippled Australian was all a pub- ently was
Mantan Moreland.
and the weyx of the civilized ged and barefoot,
through the sanworld. When she is se%enteen her dy wastes of Central
Australia. It
adopted mother makes plans for was only three
years ago that she
her to marry a cattle stockman of ' learned to speak English.

rope. A countryman, Robert
Tudawall, co-stars in the pis
that is otherwise cast with

ledda," Problem Pix,
Wows London Viewers

On the right, a
cafe in Chicago ( rlue Angel)
is presenting a tropical-calyp-

so show that includes Jamaican Johnny Barracuda (with
guitar Mexico's Antonie Par-

rasquia, and left to right, '
American Gloria Ruiz and Cuban star, C'arlissa Novo,

Fisk Singers In Europe;
Renew Conquests Of Past

LONDON — The Fisk Jubilee , tha Potts. Barbara Smith, Gwendo- White, Harold
Wilson, and Thomas
singers of Nashville, Tenn., back lyn Smith, Antoinette Williams, 1Vitt. Also
accompanying the
in the U. S. returned to Europe George Adams. Paul Jackson,' group is Mrs.
Anne Gamble Kenthis week for concerts on scene Orlando Lightfoot, Deano O'Ban- nedy. pianist,
and Mrs. John W,
they awed some four-score years ion, James McDonald, Eugene Work, jr.,
as chaperone.
ago. There aren't any old timers
around who recall that previous
visit first hand, but many are
familiar with stories of what happened on that occasion. The concerts are still subject matter for
discussions of "gospel music" a,
they call it in the states.
The group received a grand
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
sendoff this week when singres
appeared on BBC the ranking ra
HOLLYWOOD — Sunset Blvd. dio station K.E.C.A. in Hollywood.
dio and TV operation here in Eu- strip is really jumping this week,
Jack Webb. too, won fame first for
rope. The first program was with Walter Winchell taking
time his 'Dragnet' radio show and Paul
"live" but there will be several
out to introduce Roberta Sherwood Douglas, Howard D n f f, Frank
Christmas carols and other numto Hollywood at the Mocambo, and Lovejoy and many others got then*
"appearances" via recordings of, with
Cab Calloway opening at initial experiences on radio. Radio
bees that they handle with the
Ciro's with a Cotton Club revue it seems has been an effective
esteemed artistry they possess.
which features singing and danc- training ground for many big nem/
The tour wil inc'ude Germany,
ing galore
stars. This is a hint and 'hue lot
Switzerland, England, France,
Jeanne Crain born in Hollywood budding talent.
Holland, Spain, Portugal and Italy, !
became a fills star at the age of
They say: Warner Brothers hies
In Rome the group will present a ! seventee
n and has now become a warned Natalie Wood twil
commemorative pragram relating
l
free lance star. Miss Crain has seeing that 'Rock
and Roller' be.
the history of the school they ! just
signed for the most import- cause of the adverse
publicity that
represent.
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello will calist Jaye P. Morgan
ant part of her eaeeer, she'll co- she has been
and Lionel
getting. Then there
The
Jubilee
Singers are a group star
be awarded official memberships ' Hampton and his
with Fraak Sinatra in Para- is the actor we all know,
jazz group are
who has
of 17 mixed voices tinder the di- mount's
in the Baseball Hall of Fame dur- also on the guest list,
"Th,s Joker is Wild.'' recently turned director,
when
rection
of
John
W.
Work,
well
ing a ceremony on The Steve AlThis
taken
is
mom Joe E. Lewis' asked what he was doing,
PROF. JOHN WORK who directs known composer and conductor,
said,
len Show Sunday, Oct. 7 (NBC- The highest point in
"I had lunch with Crawford
Arizona the Fisk Singers, and wife are and the son ef a former conductor best selling life story.
TV. 8-9 p. m., EDT.)
Helen Hayes is very proud of (Joan) yesterday, she
is Humphreys peak. an extinct shown as they boarded the
wants me to
S. S. of the group.
Mickey Mantle of the New York volcano in the San Francisco
her son Charles MacArthur. who direct her next
Liberty for Eerope. The extra hand
picture."
That
The
present
day
Jubilee
Singers
!Yankees, Mrs. Babe
is currently making his first mo- brought on a laugh
Ruth and mountains in the northern part of in the pie? Oh. well
... t h •
that belongs consists of Gloria Foster, Schelys; "Hall of Fame'' representatives the state. It rises to a
tion
picture. "The Young Strang- *Ham' apparently doesn't
height of to one of those guys who always lure Gordon, Jean Harvey,
know
Betty
will participate in the show. Vo- 12.611 feet.
leaves sou with "wish you luck." Nowlin, Winitted Fernener. Mar- er" has one of the season's most that Crawford has been in London
discussed roles. The Andrew Sis- for the past two
months making
ters are hard at work again as a 'Esther Costello'
for Columbia.
team, cutting records. It is so good
Harry Cohn, president of Co.
to know that they will be seen and
himbia Studios has out-bid Jerry
heard again as one of the most fa- ,
Wald of R.K.O. for the Mark Het.
mous vocal eroups. Nat 'King'
linger Life Story. The bidding was
Cole is recouding with such t o
P I hot. as Mark, who was a noted
jazz men as Harry Edison.
Willie' newspaperman lead a rather inSmith and Juan Tizo: for Capitol
teresting life, with some unique exRecords. The'; should come up
periences. which will make a colors
with some cuties.
ml pie,
Louis •Satchmo' Armstrong had,
Universal International had a
The battle far ratings NBC and continues to roll with first one , on two occasions
a
ball
rippine em up at the Los
and in each case jr. currently started on Broadway
press preview of "Written on the
CBS Sunday night with Steve Al- and then the other in command.
Angeles County Fair where he had-j
the evening's star was "Mr. Show
Wind' and I must say that in it,
len and Ed Sullivan as pawns
Steve has been able to clip Ed! Business- himself Sammy Davis !; in "Mr. Wonderful."
his band regalled in cowboy hats
Steve came to realize as most and boots. The engagement was are the hottest stars in Hollywood.
, everyone else knew that Sammy's for the opening days, but they Right now. Rock Hudson. who
NEW YORK BORN soprano
talents gives a huge lift to what- stayed,jon for the entire period of stars can write his own ticket,
pearance in London's famed
ever performance he takes charge the fair, since •Satch' was pulling along with Lauren Recall. Hobert
Miriam Burton who has been
Wigmore hall Sunday and
stack and Dory
Malone.
studying voice in Europe on
of.
And he is that kind of take them in.
scored impressively with cricharge
John Payne Whiney scholar,guy. Of course Steve has
Before becoming a picture star
tics and patrons alike.
ship made her first public apanother advantage over Edward. Alan Ladd got his start on
radio
Steve is a performer while Ed as a stock actor on Hollywoo
d ra, has either forgotten or neglected dio Station K.F.W.B., and
William
to keep up to date whatever he 1 Holden took a radio drama
course
once may have known about act- at the Pasadena College,
then
ing. He has no personality on stage putting in quite some
lime on rebut prior to the arrival of Steve
Allen that wasn't an important factor. Ed brought on those guys and
gals who could act and stood
back, folded his arms and twisted
his mouth while the action was
going on. Now it is different. He
has Steve Allen to contend with ,
as rival in the slot where NBC
has failed to match his appeal
In its first year on the air,
in the past. Belief that Steve was 1VNBQ's popular Adults
Only
after Ed came when he signed musical virriety program has been
Sammy Davis for one of his early host to dozens of top names in
By EDWARD SCOBIE
shows. The repeat presentation of show business.
States next month hut e may have
MUSIC MAKERS—Ric Larmarimba player are part of
to
Sammy
van's
was merely added proof of
111-Navy
be
Talent
The telecast has established itcancelied
show
due
to commitLONDON — Since her first reson, left. pianist; Arthur Wilthe 21 performers in Ed Sullithe plan.
now on tour of the nation.
self as a favorite Chitago stopping
cital at Wigmore Hall New York ments.
liams, vocalist and Jack Intel,
place for such talented luminaries
born soprano Miriam Burton is beACCEPTED FACT
as Steve Allen, Benny Goodman,
ing inundated with fan .etters. Her
Steve Allen isn't the only person Ed Sullivan.
George Gobel. Jimmy
telephone is constantly on the huts
in TV that realizes the value of Durante. Harry
Belafonte. Vauahn
with messages of congratulation
Sammy Davis, jr., as material Monroe,
Nat "King" Cole. Tab
and offers irom agents. record
for an early reach for attention Hunter, Fritz
Reiner. Sammy
companies and concert impresarima a new program Friday night Davis. jr..; Danny
Thomas, Liberos. Naturally, all this adulation
October 5 when Walter Winehell, ace, the McGuire Sisters
and Duke
has made M.ss Burton, who has
once an actor of parts, makes his Ellington.
been studying voice in Lurope on a
initial bid for recognition on TV
John Payne Whitney scholarship,
row ,Davis will be among those
•
NEW YORK - Le Ruben Bteu t
Iverything
• present. Winchell will not have a
very happy :lad excitei. But. one features
nightly musical-comedy
Sullivan to battle for rating but Capitol
of her biggest thrills came when star. Bibi
Osterwald, balladier,
he's taking no chances on a good
she opened 3 letter aim found that Josh White.
Arthur Williams, a young Navy serv. e records of Navy personnel. Third Psalm.
and comedian Phil
start even with one of those "first
it was an official ins itation from Leed., The
In r
competition with voNormen Paris Trio oc. personnel man third class from
IAst week in Rockford. III., he run" (several times over) films as
the United States Ambassador to (alines the
hand ti azon and ac- South Bend. Ind.. has managed to calists thro
out the entire U.S.
London and his wife Mrs. Aldrich companies and
received a tremendous ovation.' competition. Have your dial tunplays between the really "get around and get ahead." Navy. Art won a coveted spot on
to be their guests at a loyal Fes- acts.
— must of it with the Navy, of the All-Navy Talent Show. This Later, when the show appeared ed to channel 5 Friday Oct. 5 and ,
Dakota Staton, international arttival concert After Inc performUS e33
course — in his twenty-four years. show appeared on Ed Sullivan's on a cerebral palsy Telethon in watchr. 0
• ist Renato Carosone. F a r o n
s • *
is
now
labeled
being
Peoria
ance they took her backstage to
Art
"Mr.
returned
TV"
to
in
the
stage
A light-operatic tenor. he has Sunday night program a few
,
'
— Young and Joe "Red" Ilayes apseveral times in his efforts to help action. It is a .safe bet you'llslut
meet t h e Bt,ston Symphony Or- The Jamaican room features the sung from South Bend to Hong weeks ago and is now making
e
a
pear on Capitol's regular single
Duke
of
Iron, and the Steel Band Kong, China, and most recently. tour
"Walter
I
Winchell.
along.
"
i
the
chestra.
show
of the country.
record release schedule for this 'LADY HOLIDAY. and
of Lord Carleton.
she's very
'
with
the Ed Sullivan All-Navy MANI' ENCORES
1 In his home town, Arthur sang
Incidentally lastest rumor h a s month.
Apart from this Wismore Hall
much that here, was tunesational
Talent
Show.
,
performa
Art's
nce
usually
leads
leading roles as a member of the Sammy Davis set for his own
recital, Miriali Burton has made • The
An earthy blues number, "You Sat. when she appeared
coast guard each spring , Three years ago Art interrupted i to his being called back on stage
on MutuSouth Bend Opera company. and TV show on another network. If I Know I Do" has been paired with al's weekly
only one other Public aPPearanee.'blazes a rail through the ice a musical
starter, "Bandstand"
scholarship at Indiana l for as many encores as time per. has appeared since on many radio
happens
i
it
that will be More troub- "I Told You So" for Miss StatiOn's marking her first
That was in May on the BBC•s TV fields ril the Great lakes to open
appearaece in
university to join the Navy. Now mils.
and TV shows in such far-flung le brewing for the chain rivals who contribution to the release. both many moons.
Programme "In Tow,' Tonight.- a route for the all-important car- a Personnel man third class,
Billie's talents are
his
He also closes the show with his localities as Hollywood, Washing- are having it tough rating wise
She is due to return to the United, tier commerce.
at with Jesse Stone's orchestra back- being spotlighted anew since pubduties involve the maintenance of, beautiful renchtion of the Twenty-, ton State and Japan.
I present.
stopping.
lication of her book.

this....is

HOLLYWOOD.

Lionel Hampton,
Mande On Video

Walter Winchein Variety Debut
LoomsSocko;SammyDavisReason

Royal Acclaim
For U. S. Girl
In Debut Abroad
Josh White,
Duke Of Iron,
Top Club Aces

Adults Only/
,
hicag
•
s Top
Guest TV Show

24 Year•sIn Navy,HeSees
• Gives Vocals

lauds

'Dakota Slaton

a
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Tennessee Favored To Beat Grumbling
Trojans Get
Nod In Game
With Shaw

Rattlers Open SMC Title
With Ft. Valley

It

Ro ins
on Battles .
Fullmer Dec. 12

DEFENDER
SAT., OCT. 6, 1956

By D. C. COWNGTON
open defense of their SIAC grid here in Bragg stadium, SaturTALLAHASSEE — The Florida title against a surprising and re- day, Oct.
By ANP
6.
A game that may well decide A and M university Rattlers will vamped Fort Valley State squad
A and M exerted tremendous
the mythical championship early
power and finesse to plow under
this season will be played Satura strong and stubborn North Car
day in Nashville, Tenn. T h e
ohne college team, 25 to 0, in
Grambling Tigers, defending na0
Durham two weeks ago. The Rat.
tonal champions, will invade the
tiers were idle last week end.
lair of the Tennessee State TigTiger Coach Alva Tabor, former
ers. Last season the home
Tuskegee, Nevada, and prolesteam rated among the top ten
.siolial football star. has revamped
Grambling already has taken,
the Tigers since assuming t h e
care of two minor foes, Paul Quinn
head mentor post last summer.
and Alcorn. Last year a victory
A
Fort Vallek defeated Al abama
.over
Tennessee
State
served
no!
State in the opener on Sept. 21.
tire on the nation that Grambling
had a great football machine. As
Coach Gaither and his Rattlers
usual, Tennessee is expected to
are up to old tricks again this
have a powerful squad (On a
season. Al Frazier and Willie Galguess. the vote will go to the home
imore are, continuing to pace the
team in what is really a tossup
Rattlers as they make a strong
battle
bid for national honors and their
LINCOLN OVER KENTUCKY
fourth straight SIAC crown.
Another top game will pit LinFrazier tallied twice against
coin (Mo.) against Kentucky State.
North Carolina. but it was GaliBoth teams are rated highly with
more who knocked off yardage In
outside chances for national hunthe clutch as the Rattlers piled{
ors. Lincoln will win.
up 413 yards in rushing to the
Morris Brown will face BethuneEagles' 42.
Cookman in another big one. This
Handling the oval from quarterone will be close with Morris
back for the Rattlers will be ASPIRANT — William Hardee,
Brwn rating a slight nod. No othveteran Dennis Jefferson a n d Memphis. Tenn., is one of t hi
er "crucial" tilts are on this
romping from fullback will be Jes- strong aspirants for the quart.
week's list.
se Heard. Jeff completed three of erback post with the Southern uni.
The biggest CIAA game of the
seven tosses for 62 yards in the versity Jaguar Cats. Harden has
day finds Virginia State, always
NCC game and heard led the rush- proved in earls aessions to be a
tough, facing Shaw, a risin g powing department with 108 yards in good passer and a clever ball haner. Virginia State is too good for
seven lugs.
dler.
the home eleven. In other tits
North Carolina college should top
St. Augustine, Virginia Union
should rock Howard, Delaware
State should take Hampton, aud
Bluefield should edge Winston-SaAWAIT SERIES — Milwaukee
St. Louis hotel before final
Braves'
pitcher Ray Crone
three games of season with
leT.
n the SIAC it looks like Tus(left) and Outfielder Wes Cos the Cardinals. Milwaukee lost
kegee over Clark in Birmingham,
ington look over a magazine
the first game, S to 4, Friday
Ala., Florida A&M over Fort Valnight.
ley, Alabama A&M topping Fisk,, story about the World series
and Dillard edging Morehouse. " As they relax In lobby of a
Out west Texas Southern should
add
to Prairie View's troulblea.'
SUGAR RAY ROBINSON
in New York last Thursday
first fight since he defended
will be Arkansas AM&N stop•
(left) and Gene Fullmer, pose
after signing for a title match
his title against Carl "Bobo"
ping Wiley, Langston tipping TexIn a handshaking picture sesIn Madison Square Garden on
Olson last June.
as college and Paul Quinn bruission at the IBC boxing offices
Dec. 12. It will he Robinson's
ing Bishop.
SOUTHERN GETS NOD
IT MAY NOT have come to your it hit the ground or by fielding
In other games throughout the
attention that present day base- it and touching the runner with
I nation, South Carolina State
hall datea back to the end of the it before he reached a base.
I will edge ClatIln, Southern will
NEW YORK — Sugar Ray Rob- year-old three time holder of the 18th century when school boys
From Robin Carver's "The Boos
wallop Xavier, Leland will top inson will put his
middleweight middleweight crown had a change along the eastern seabord play- of Sports," published in 1834, we
1 Jarvis. Central State will roil over crown on the line
in Madison
ed what was a sort of bat and learn that baseball was played on
' West Virginia State, Alcorn will
Square Garden on the night of
ball games of different styles, the Boston Commons; that CareUnder
stipulations
the
In
the
stop aliseiesippi Industrial a n d
Dec. 12. His oppenent will he Gene contract Robinson will get 4714 depending on the number of play- er's rules were basically the same
Fayetteville
will
Elizabeth
kayo
NASHVILLE. Tenn — Raymond
Fulltner, the rugged middleweight per cent of the net gate, leaving ers taking part in the contest.,
as those of today — that is a
Howard Kemp has been named Li',
"One-old-cat" had three players batter was out after three strikes
from West aordan, Utah. '
124 per cent for
l
the 25-year-old
It should be Jackson e • I r
director of athletics at Tennessee
The two fighters signed the con- challenger. Robinson will also pt —a pitcher, catcher and a batter. or when the fielder caught his fly
State university. The announce- Miles,. Lincoln .(Pa.) over .Army
for the match last Friday 60 per cent of the $100,000 febtn There was only one base, When ball. The rule on hits ete are
tract
Livingstone
whipping
ment was made last week by CuhenlicaL
night,
with Jim Norris. president TV. With five per cent going to more players got into the game, about the same all today.
i
fe structure of the United Golf- ed Philadelphia, trying to get President W. S. Davis.
Paine, Maryland State overwhelmthe International Boxing club the .state, Sugar will collect more bases were required. It be- THERE WERE SOME differenea
of
Mississippi
information
the
came
who
some
on
Hofstra.
ing
Vocational
association,
'brawl'.
was
Inc.,
shaken
ere
Affable -Big Ray,''
came known as "Two-old-cat" and
atnd es. The boys in 1834.
$57,000
slaughtering Arkansas Baptist, sitting in as a witness.
There were)
to itg foundation at the recent naJas
• •you called it. It wasn't a brawl
"Three-old-cat."
Just why
was
It
just
a
few
eceka
ago
Norris said tickets probably
four bases. There was four bases
Norfolk State squeezing by South
because it takes two people to
cat"
never
has
been
explained
Ional tournament, played over have a brawl.
with the "fourth base" known as
Carolina Trade School, Rust tak- that Robinson, his dander up, said will be scaled from
In Philadelphia
any more than a youngster can "home."
the rugged Cobb Creek course in there was just one faction — the
The batter stood at
ing Daniel Payne, and Savannah he would never fight for the IBC and that he expects a $200,000 tell
you why, when touched in a what was known
as the "batter'S
State eking by Florida! Normal. any more. But. evidently the 36- sellout for the fight which will be
Philadelphia. . .A hassle develop- "mob". I am sorry that Theresa
game of tag that he is "It." We base" AND
where third base in
blacked out in the New York area.
THIS WEEK'S GAMES (OCT. 6) i
ed in which Thelma McTyre Cow. (Theresa Howell Tabron of Dehave been "it" many a time (and now, first
base was in those days.
Robinson regained
St. Augustine at N. C. college,. field, Fayetteville at Elizabeth
he ign that was years and years ago)
ans. defending women's champion, troit, sister of Mrs Cowans) didn't
Then the runners ran clockwise.
Prairie View at Texas Southern. City, Fisk at Alabama A&M, pound crown last December in Chi-.
was the controversial figure
.in point out the important things that!
but we never thought to inquire
St. Paul's at Johnson C. Smith, Miles at Jackson. Kentucky State cago hy knocking out Carl
ABOUT 1842 a club known as
an ANP story from Philadelphia. happened — or that you were not
why we were "it" other than we
Virginia
State at Shaw, South at Lincoln (Mo.). Army Chemical "Bobo" Olson in two rounds. Last
the New York Knickerbocker.
dexter. Mrs. Cowans was ACCIIS- interested enough this time to get
been caught and tagged.
Carolina State at Clafin, Nay- at Lincon (Pa.). Morehouse at NI- May he stopped Olson in four had
by
Malcolm
written
Poin- the facts yourself. Then you would
Then as more players became played amateur baseball on a
ier
at
Grambling
Southern:
at
Tenrounds
lard,
Texas College at Lang..
in a battle held in Los involved in the game, other things vacant lot in lower Manhattan
ed or reporting latv for a match not have printed what the ANP
nessee State, Jarvis vs Leland; stun, Livingstone
for "health, recreation and social
at Paine, angeles.
with Margaret Arvin of Baltimore story from Philadelphia said
developed. Opposing teams formed
C\pirk at Tuskegee (Birn-,ing- Maryland State at Hofstra, MisWinter, who has been fight- "sides." The game became known enjoyment." The Knicks sort of
. . .Mrs. Arvin had played nine about me. It was based only on
Nem, Ala.), Virginia Union at Ho- sissippi Vocational at Ark. Beet-, ing five years, moved into a
chal- se "rounders," "town ball" and played among themselves until
holes before the defending cham- hear say and not facts. Newspaward, Arkansas AM& N at Wiley, Norfolk State at S. C.Trade 'ening position by
whipping
finally "base ball." No matter that historic day, June 19, 1846
pion caught her. . .They played per people are supposed to get!
Mississippi Industrial at Alcorn, School, Bishop at Paul Quinn, Rocky Castellani, Tiger
Jones what name it was called, the when they took on another ma.
the tenth and halved it. . .so Mrs. facts before they print a story. ;
Hampton at Delaware State, Fort Daniel Payne at Rust, Florida (1955 conqueror of Robinson)
and games all had one thing in corn- tour team known as the "New
Arvin won the match. . .But Mrs. "Now then I'll relate what hapValley at Florida A&M.
Normal
at
Savannah
State,
Charley
CenHume:,
French
cham- men. The hatter hit the ball and York club" at Elysian Fields,
Cowans appealed to the tourna- pened to me in Philadelphia, in
Bethune-Cookman at Morris trot Stale at W. Va. State (Char- pion. He also beat
summer resort across the river in
Gil Turner and ran for a goal or base. The fieldment committee, according to the case you are interested in the
Brown, Winston-Salem at B I u e- leston, W. Va.)
Hoboken, New Jersey.
ROY KEMP
stopped
Moses
Ward
this
year.
ers
tried
catch
to
the
ball
before
and the committee agreed truth and the facts.
That game is recorded as rho
-w the women to replay the
"The tournament was played un- to the Nashville university last
first match game ever played ben
. .Mrs. Cowans won. . . der USGA rules (not UGA as the year from Lincoln (Mo.) where he
•
tween two ball clubs, The rubeo
ought a protest from the article said). This rule states that " had served as athletic director for
called for nine players on each
• Is. . .who staged a strike the tournament zommittee can set- 20 years, coordinated the health,
side, flat bases, three outs to end
,
grS,
.,OX:'1,1"`",
':-.*.
• •..01:1.4,
So lend emphasis to their protest tie any violation by equity other physical education and recreation
,,•
,
a side's inning and a diamond
. .As a result. the VGA execu. than the actual rules of golf. Now, division until his new appointwith bases 90 feet apart. By that
live committee declared "No Con- you can get a book and read this ment. The late Henry Arthur Kean
time, the playing field was a
test" for the championship flight for yourself. The only way that a ' sr., held the directorship at Tenstrange looking one — 20 pacell
.. .leaving everything in a horn- tourney can be called a 'no con- nessee until his death last Decentbetween first ad second bassi
ble mess. . .Now Mrs. Cowans is test' and the only way that players ! ber.
19 between second and third and
presenting her side of the contra- can refuse to play is because of
K e m p, a Duquesne university
25 between third and home. Thi
versy. . .Here it is:
lightning. Otherwise, the contest All'American rated tackle, lays
players or batters and base run"Theresa told me that you catl_t has to he held.
claim to fame dating back to his
ners moved to first in the same
direction as they do today. In
hometown, Cecil, Pa., days.
New England, a base runner could
be put out by a fielder throwing
"Mr. Lett (Franklin Lett. sr. of played. I defeated ali,egaret and
a ball and hitting him. The Knicks
Detroit, president of the UGA) Mr. ; the committee told me and Thechanged
that to read "a man is
(A.D.V.) Crosby, the director, resa that we would play Friday in
Out if the ball is in the hands of
and Mrs. (Ann) Robinson of the finals as we were the only
an adversary .. it being underChicago held a meeting on ones left in the championship
stood that in no instance is a ball
the tee with my opponent and told flight. Friday mornine at tee-off
to be thrown at him." Thus in
her that inasmuch as the officials time we; Theresa and I, were told
New York, a ball fielded, had bp
were at fault for not being at that the exacutive board had rebe thrown to a baseman and NOT
tbaá posts to send the women off, versed the ruling of the tournaat a base runner,
inasmuch as they could not
Alexander Cartwright, father of
t1rme if my oponent was even and decided that the championship
modern baseball, drew up the first
on the course, or if she was, what flu g ht for women would b declarset of rules when ho organized
LOS ANGELES—(ANP) — Altime she teed off, then the corn- ed no -contest. All of this despite
the Knickerbockers back in 1848.
thea
Gibson
of
New
York
last week
mittee decided to disregard the the fact some of the girls in the
In
1950 the Knickerbocker rtdee
won
the
women's singles title of
fact that Mrs. Arvin had played first flight also struck.' Theresa
were adopted by all amateur
the
30th
annual
Pacific
Southwest
nine holes before I finally found and I decided to announce through
clubs in the New York area.
tennis championships and beout where she was, and told Mrs., Crosby that we were playing the
Amherst college and Williams
Arvin that she had won the match, tourney as we were instructed to came the nation's most consistent
college played the first intercol•
woman
winner
outside
of
Shirley
true enough, but that the corn- I do, We played under protest and
legiate baseball game on July 1,
Fry.
inittee would decide by equity for I won the match, 4 and 3
1859 with Amherst winning 73
Miss
Gibson
defeated
Mrs.
Nanbe
the match to be replayed. Mrs.
32. The game lasted four hours.
cy Chaffee Kiner of San Diego,
Arvin and I shook hands with the
In 1858, the National
Calif., 4 6, 6-2, 6-1 in the singles I
Association
members of the committee and
of Baseball Players met to clarify
final,
had
but
to
come
from
bewe went out to replay the match —
the
rules of the game. The most
hind to accomplish the feat. She
under the rule of equity. Mr. Crosimportant change at that tirtie
dropped the first set to Mrs. Kiby refereed the match and I won.
was the establishing of a nine\VEST JORDAN, Utah — (ANP) ner.
Can you picture what would have — Gene Fullmer,
inning game. Up to then 24 runs
No` 2 middleLater, she teamed with Darlene
happened if she had won?
had constituted a full game.
weight contender, delighted a Hard of Montebello, Calif., to deHow times have changed.
"Here comer; mob rule. T h e home town audience here last Sat feat Mrs. Kiner and pit
Todd. La
women, headed by Eoline (Thorn- urday night as lie stopped Moses Jolla, Calif., in the
women's doubton of Los,Angeles), Ann (Gregory, Ward, Detroit trialhorse in 1' 'of les, 7-6, 3-6. 6-0.
IVILLARD
former national champion from the third round of a scheduled
Miss Gibson now has won every
Ind.) and Evelyn Williams 10-round fight.
G
By C. P. GIVENS
major tournament in which she
ngton, D. C.) decided they
The knockout came on a left has participated where she was
Baptist church rendered a
strike, and asked for their hook to the chin, after Ward had not matched with Mies Fry. Alw
Pr&
gram at St. Johns church at Mansback. Lett told them that bees on the canvas four times — though she defeated Miss Fry earfield, Ohio last Sunday.
ction tif the committee was once in the first r'hund, twice in ly this year in a pre-Wimbledon
Holiness church held a /vagrant
and there would be no re- the second, and once again at the tournament, she was beaten by
PLANNING STRATEGY —
with his backfield as thee
Listening to his advice a r e,
back. and quarterback Wilbur
last Sunday. A large crowd at.
.s, Mad ordered them to play, beginning of the third. He took Shirley in the \Vimbledon test and
Howard C. Gentry, new head
map some strategy to use
left to right: Perry Hines,
Sueshero. At the light is
(ended.
y Margaret Brown of Balti- eights counts in the second, but twice since in matches in the
coach at Tennessee State uniagainst Grambling Saturday.
halfback; James Whaley, fullFred Williams and wife vlsiteti
Coach
Gentry.
opponent
and
Theresa
I none in the first and thirds
re, my
United States.
versity in Nashville, huddles
parents last Sunday.

Ray Kemp New
Sports Head
At Tennessee

lanation Of Golf Hassle

Ordered Match Replayed

A

t lea Wins
Pacific tlet
1itie

Gene Fullmer KOs
Moses Ward In 3rd ,

I

The Background Of
Present Day Baseball
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Douglass Bumps ManassasIn Bid To Claim Tid
blt
Sett
Hibt
Prel
C
mad
eine
day

Every City Squad Wants Westbrook's Scalp;
This Is How He Spends Hour During A Game
Br HOSES J. N'EWS014

Ever Wonder how Heiress's
Coach Joseph Westbrook, jr., lives
the hour his team spends out on
By ALEXANDER DELOACH JR,
the gridiron defending the prep
The Douglass Red Devils put
and state championships they've
111
out the bitter word last Friday
been holding onto since 1953.
has
night that they intend to make a
Well, this is bow he lived it in
1101
teirific battle of the prep league
dusty Melrose stadium last
—IN
race with a resounding 27 to 12
Thursday night when his Golden
IL
victory over Manassas High, their
Wildcats came from behind to
thy
second win of thee young season.
Matter the victory dreams of
DAP
Nearly 2,000 were on hand to
Coach Earl Wynn's ever-dangersee the Red Devils write the debus Wildcats from Hamilton High.
-Noll
cision all over Melrose stadiEvery game, of course is a dou(ma
um as they manhandled the Tigchall
ble
enge to Coach Westbrook.
the
era.
As mentor of a team unbeaten in
apes
Just five minutes of the first
three years of prep league play,
at'
quarter had passed when Doug- •
the dean of Memphis coaches
reed
lass sent Ivory Hunt over from
'can't help knowing he wears the
the 1-yard marker. This time the
IF
Scalp every city team wants most.
try for extra was no good. The
nal
HAND SHAKER
TD climaxed a seven-play drive
ned
' It was that way Thursday night
that covered 50 yards.
When Prof. Harry T. Cash. Hama n
siim
BATTLED BACK
ilton principal, started calling off
410
Later in the same quarter Hunt
Clau
the line-ups for the night f r o in
went 10 yards for a score, capthe press box.
and
ping a 45-yard march started by
Coach Westbrook, dressed in
DI,
Halfback Larry Squalls' 30-yard
blue slacks, designed blue shirt
Clay
COACH JESSE JOSEPH, asMelrose. The Golden Wildcats
back, and Eugene C. Webb,
punt return. Again the extra failand blue-white sports jacket, was
"Pe
sistant to Hamilton head coach
got
past the Hamilton team
left half. All are seniors. Ham'acting something like Estes Keed.
bitte
Earl Wynn, discusses back25-8. The backs, reading from
ilton tangles wiih Manassas
buyer on the vote trail.
Manassas battled back in the
cobo
field strategy with a set of
left, are: Richard Jones, right
at Melrose High school ThursThere he was walking among
second quarter. Quarterback Mel"wh
starting backs last week behalf; Charles Walker, f u IIday,
Oct. 11, (Newson Photo)
some of his boys, giving them
vin
Brow
n hit end Marvin Doggett
fore they went into game with
A?
back; Calvin Boyce, quarterfirm
handshakes,
g.L.0)
on the 20-yard line and Doggett
whispering
Something to them. A few
went all the way,
g ot
NBC
denied. A drive carried them for
slaps on the back.
Coming back in the third the
him:
I After the traditional team hudTigers again threatened to score, 40 yards and Quarterback Brown
role
dle just before the kickoff, Coac
once
had the ball on the Red reached Marvin Doggett on the
h
and
Westbrook keeps his mind on
Devils' 30 but a pass interception- seven and he went all the wawy.
Satcl
the bench, probably some arrangehalted this drive.
However, they couldn't close the
do v
*mot whereby he knew just about
The Red Devils took to the air.
—(
where to turn for any man he
gap
and the Red Devils increased
Quarterback Charles Bankhead
The Melrose Golden Wildcats, it on the 45 and oa the
ant
needed.
first pia:
rolled out to his right and hit the breach with another score in trailing, 2-0 in the first quarter, from scri
mmage Halfback Jame
—
DIDN'T BAT EYE
Thomas McDonald in the end the fourth quarter when Larry Caine back tt, defeat the Hamil- Armour burst
through right tat
nigh
Hamilton got off a fine kick to
zone and the try for the extra Qualls took a handoff from
Bank- ton Wildcats, 25-8 last Thursday kle and went all the way. Moor
Hon
Melrose and Aaron Hackett playpoint was good.
, went around right end for the e
head and went over tackle for night in Melrose stadium.
MA?
ed pitti-pat with the ball. Coac
COULDN'T CLOSE GAP
In the first period the Golden , tra.
h
the
touch
down.
afon
!Westbrook, chewing energetically
The Tigers still were not to be
Wildcats took the ball on its own
Melrose held a 13 to 2 le
The extra was good.
ING •
on his gum, didn't bat an eye.
10-yard line but were pushed halftime.
•
'
! That was a bit surprising
dletc
, but
back to their 5. On the next play
The Wildcats wsre really hur
BALL HANDLING is the subleft, are: Steve Harden, quartit was the pattern all night Coac
engs
as the Golden Wild cats
h
Eddie Graham, Hamilton tackle,; in the first two quarz
er; Calvin Moore, half; James
ers, havini
Westbrook keeps his mind on
ject in gathering with Coach
erip
strengthened their bid for
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Melrose Stops Hamilton
To Remain Undefeated
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Controversial Film On Drugs
Scheduled For Early Showing
At The New Daisy!
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at the NEW DAISY Theatre starting Wednesday. James Maso
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Barbara Rush and Walter Matthau share the
honors
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in
a
pin,
sixth
engraved
with
to
be
alumnus George Washington CarAt another occasion he recallner. of 802 Fields rd.
ver The dedication will take place ed the Methodist college as the
Debra Ann Anderson. a daughg the college's third annual place of 'cis greatest discovery,
;
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. William H.
stian Liberal Arts Festival. "that I was a human being." 1
1
Anderson, of 4924 Black rd.
Ralph J. Bundle, under - secreMillicent Ann Yarbrough. a
tary of the United Nations, will
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. George
LONDON & COMPANY INC • ELIZABETH N. J • hEla YORK ti
give the memorial address, which
Yarbrough, of 989 Neptune.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — A truckis to be broadcast overseas by the
SEPTEMBER 26, 1956
Voice of America. His subject is ing industry accountant. William
Laverne Cody, a daughter, to
'The World Significance of t h e I E. Schindler, secretary treasurer
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cody, of 184
of
the
Western
Transportation
co.
Carver Story.'
Keel.
The two-day festival (October 1 of Chicago, who is attending the
Teddy Redie, a' son, to
and 6) will have as its theme fall meeting of the National AcMr. and Mrs. Theodore Redie, of
counting
and
Finance
Council of
"Science and the Liberal Arts."
88 Autumn.
Madam Bell that- you all know who stayed
Carver came to Simpson in 1890 the American Trucking association
Alvin Leon Cole, a son, to Mr.
at the Mississippi State line for years is
after being refused admission at of improved accounting practices
and Mrs. Alex Cole, 3701 Frisback on her own place to stay. This is her
another college because of h i s which he introduced during the
co.
new office, she is living in her own home.
race. He said years later, "At past year
Pamela Yvette Lawson, a daughAre you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lawyou lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
son, of 1203t,a Texas.
If any of these are your problems, come let
Michael Burnett, a son. to Mr.
and Mrs. Freeman Burnett, of 2017
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
Boyle.
as she would read an open book.. She gives you your lucky
Sharon Kay Waller, a daughter,
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Waller. of
ALL MAKES IN STOCK
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
2740 Supreme.
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
enti,
L, 000
Carlos Washington, a son, to Mr.
Motors
at once.
rt.., or. 1..t
and Mrs. Oscar Washington, of 265
Overhauled
•tr
cf,n.
Pontotoc.
LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington, TenA daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. J.
OPEN
W. Morman, of 1817 Castex.
nessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
DA IL Y
Robin Valeska Fartheree, a
Turf Club. Two blocks below the other reader. 5 Greyhound
7 to 7
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
Pio% Ports
L. Fartheree. of 318 N. Main.
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington
SEPTEMBER 27, 1956
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
Kenneth Benard White. a son, to
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
Mr. and Mrs. James White, of
driver the address.
2430 Devoy.
Jerry Dcan Roblinson. a daughCOME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry RobSATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
inson. of 314 N. Third.
Hours: 9 am, to 9 p.m. Reading daily. Open on Sundays
Robert Burns, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burns, of
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters.
1329 Springdale,
both
opener
for
teams
league
BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
is bounced to the turf by uniLOOK OUT BELOW — Skeetg
Deborah Yvonne Gholston, a
at the L. A. Coliseum. !SP
dentified tackler. It didn't
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Quinlan, Los Angeles Rams
AND THE RIGHT NAME
Sound photo
matter too much as the Rams
Gholston, of 1134 Woodlawn.
halfback, is shown fumbling
walloped the Eagles 27-7 in the
after receiving pass from
National Professional football
quarterback Bill Wade as he
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I Receives Cash Prize

MADAM BELL
You Know Is Not A Gypsy

MOTOR -TRANSMISSIONS
EXCHANGED
OP

TOIP•

12P

BR.8-3482

UNITED MOTORS
1099 Union Ave
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Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low ,As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

4

NO OTHER
COOLER

GRADE

CARS — TRUCKS
ALL MAKES — MODELS

CLOSE

WITH THIS
AMAZING
•
EVAPORATOR

IN VALUE

IMPROVEMENT

pERFORMANCE

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue

Restaurants and Drive-Ins—It's Here—NEW GIANT SIZE "IDEAL" BEVERAGE COOLER
Why buy two cases when one will do the job?
8-Ft.-45 Case Capacity

COME IN AND SEE IT AT...

rt•

2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. — FA. 4-5557

1.5

COMES EVEN

67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

LIT REFRIGERATION CO.
Southeast Corner Main and Vance

Phone JA.7-8445

-

16

•

TM-STATE DEFENDER '

LAUDERDALE- Southern ,Churchmeil
Deny Bible Backs IV
RIPLEY

SAT., OCT. 6, 1956

A group of southern Protestant The views of tht south
church leaders have condemned church leaders on there Seentiene
segregation as having "no bibli- appear in the current • (October e
cal support either in the Old or 1st) issue of the magazine along
New Testaments" but at the same with an article by southern evan.
time disagreed as to the role of gelist Billy Graham, addressed 14
the church in dealing with the the same subject.
problem.
Graham, while agreeing w it
The symposium, organized un- the round table that "the whol.
Some 8,000 attended the Critten- in Marion Saturday, Sept. 22. The
As reported by Rosa V. Tur- der the auspices
of Life Maga- weight of Scripture is fitii tteating
den County Negro fair this year, parade kicked-off from the Phelic
ner — The Hickory Grove Asso- zine to discuss
the moral prob- all men with neighbor-love, reand it was the biggest and •IsesC High school.
ciation convened at the Hickory lems of segregat
ion, consisted of gardless of race or *or," adfair yet.
Grove Baptist church Sept. 17-21. Dr. Duke
1 Winners of the talent contests
McCall, president, South- , mits that there is nothing BibliMore than 70 head of livestock also will enter the talent compeRev. A. E. Campbell, moderator, ern Baptist
Seminary; Dr. L.Nel- I cal to prevent voluntary alignRev. F. D. Freeman, secretary; son
was entered in the livestock show; tition in the Tri-State Fair in
Bell, former member Presby- mcnts on the basis of social and
Rev. D. Bonds, host pastor, and terian
and 37 head of fat hogs was Memphis.
Board of World Missions: 1 other preferences, "where perSam Bonds, treasurer.
bought — by Citizen Bank of Mar-i
Bishop Paul Neff Garber, resident sonal choice alone is inveived and
NEW TEACHERS
associat
The
ion
was
a success bishop of the Richmon
ion, Merchant and Planters Bank '
d, Va , area where the Christian ethic is not
The West Memphis community
both spiritually and financially. of the
of West Memphis, Crittenden
Methodist Church; Bish• at stake.
welcome
They
teachers
s our new
.
The total amount of money raisCounty Times and J. Reyes, jr.
op Henry Irving Louttit, Episcopal
are Miss Margaret Roper and
ed was $2,158.30.
of Marion.
bishop of south Florida; Dr. A.
Arzola
Quinn,
Mrs.
grade;
third
Rev. W., H. Brewster and his C. Miller,
The educational exhibits and
executive secretary.
singing group will appear at the Commiss
farm products were some of the Mrs. Betty Spicer and Mrs. Ezzie
ion on Christian RelaScott,
fourth
grade;
Chapel
Xania
Mrs.
Hill
Baptist
church
Friday tions Southern Baptist
best grown in the county. Wollard
ConvenINSTALLATION DAY — Rev.
night Oct. 5.
group of congregationists durley, Tenn., in Lauderdale
and Riceville communities receiv- Strong, fifth grade; Edgar Cole,
tion; Mrs. Spann W. Milner, vice
and Mrs. J. R. Halliburton,
Rev. Ward, Rev. Love and Mrs.
ing Rev. Halliburton's recent
county. Several of those neared the top premiums. Commerci- history and band director; Ernest
president, United Church Women;
front row, are seen with a
L. T. Shepherd worshipped at the .
installation at Morning Star
al exhibits put up by Bogart Ap- Smith, science and mathematics;
by are relatives.
Edwin Jones, executive commitChapel
Hill
Baptist
church, Sept. tee
Baptist
church
pliance of West Memphis a n d Santee Gholston, mathematics,
in
Ripmember, World Methodist
23 and Rev. Ward delivered A
Memphis Chase Bottling co. and and Miss Macie Coleman, head of
Council.
••
powerful
sermon.
English
departm
the
ent.
Pet Milk co., both of Memphis,
Willard S. Townsend, president
MODERATED BY HIGH
Lowe
Thomas
, the manager of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lewis and ,
gave away free milk and drinks
BOD
the Tennessee Gospel Singers is The moderator was Stanly High, of the United Transport Service "
and drawings three times daily children left last week for Los ,
taking a bus to Tiptonville Oct. noted religious journalist, w ho Employees union and a vice presie.
netted some fine prizes for the Angeles, Calif. where their stay
•
By DARMY BAILEY
school
his
and
man
ao
has
7
never
(Sunday). The group will ap- led the group of eight in the con- dent of the AFL-CIO haa;"wh..
will be indefinite. While the Lew- ,
Lucky persons.
WASHINGON — Back on the
pear
had a greater love for his school
in a singing contest at Rock sideration of such questions as: heartedly" endorsed MIAS, E.
The Seven Up Platter Party got
by Governor G. Mennen WilMiss Earline Owens and Willie ises were here they resided on S. intersectional pitch for the first
than John Aldridge who went out Of Ages, Rev. Sims, pastor.
liams in 1949 and in 1954-55 he venson for president.' Weary tied for first place in the 15th at.
time since 1950, the fifteenth qiin- underway as usual last Thursday on the field and showed a feat
served on the Intergovernmental In a letter to George_ Meany,
The band and majorettes, led, nual renewal of the fanned
senior talents how. Mr. Weary is
of bravery never to be beaten.
Capital
Relations Commission of Michi- president of the AFL-00 TownMiss
by
Delores
Mays
and Edgar' Classic football 'festival will proa student at Wonder High school.
He played until the train h a d
gan.
He resides with his wife and send said that President EisenThis couple is to represent the Cole, are on the march again. The vide a titanic tussle between
to bring hint off the field. Froml,
two children at 19934 Indiana hower is floundering in --inaction
county in the Tri-State Fair in junior majorettes :ed by Ella Jean; Maryland State college and Tenthe field he went to the hospi-j
ave., in Detroit. He is a member and evasion on the desegregation
Memphis when they stage their Fitzgerald and Sandra Crawford nessee State college on Saturday
dismissed he spent several days
of
Alpha Phi Alpha and Sigma issue at a time when bold aggresare waiting to march the team to 1 night, Oct. 27, at Griffith Stadium.
talent show.
in bed. This accident occurred durj sive leadership would aid compli.'
Pi
Phi
fraternities.
•
y
I Aside from matching their reMiss Mattie Parker of West 1ictoring the scrimmage and was more
I ance with the law. "Stevenson,"
1 v
'
Does
the
Bible
condone
segregaMemphis won first in the Junior
Other majorettes are Georgia 1 spective Seaboard and Midwest
severely damaged was his right
tion? How can we apply to seg- Townsend said, "can give t h .•
division of the talent show. San-1 Shelton, bossy and Maudine Mite areas and ranked in the second
side during the Washington-St. Au.:
negation the universal Christian country the needed leadership in
dra Crawford and Ella Jean Fitz- chell, Bobbie Cooper, Dorothy Nor-; and fourth slots nationtlly in 1935,
gustine so I'm sure that all the GLOUCESTER, Mass. — (INS) principle
that we are all under both foreign and domestic poligerald won second the junior area. thern, Mattie Parker, Jeanette; the gala event may also present
, students offer a salutation to Johni1 —This little fishing community one God? Should the
cies."
Christian
was. rocked by a segregation
Educational exhitits not in corn- ' Holm", Sojourner Curtis, Doris- the crack, lightning-fast 120-piece
Aldridge.
AFL-CIO vice president Gold
churche
s
take
active
an
stand
for
squabble last week as two city
petition included those from the tine Turner, Quits Harris, Jerline, Tennessee State band.
President Meany that he endors.
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
or against segregation?
, councilors ordered an inquiry into
The game also may provide the
health department and the Mar- I Jones, Bobbie Owens, Geraldine
ed the action of the AFL-CIO GenStudent of the week for this why
Negro, hired by mail, was
Ion Chapter of the New Fartn-I Smith' Dorothy Weston, Wanda , determination of a U. S. chameral Executive Board in urging
week
is
Lillie
Miss
Parker,
the given $1,000 and dismissed when
ers of America.
' and Lavern Crawford, Beatrice' pion and lovers of intercollegthe
election of Adlai Stevenson
17-year-old daughter of Mr. and ; he showed up to take the job.
and Estes Kefauver. Townsend's
More than 200 ears of corn were Banks, Willie Mae Davis and Viv- iate football are expected to
Mrs,
E.
Parker
E.
1089
of
Beach
Warren G. Mclure, 32, the Nethrong to the nation's capital for
endorsement of the former Goventered in the corn yield contest ian Person.
st. This young student is majoring gro Teacher who drove across
ernor of Illinois for preeident add- a'
which was jurged by Mr. J. AySenior majorettes are Rose Rob-,I the classic contest.
in Commerce at BTW under the country from Eugene, Ore., for
The Capital Classic drew its
ed one more to the mounting list e
ers of the Peppard Seed co. of inson. Helen Hoy, Cora Mae Colj direction of Miss D. F. Todd who three nights and three days to
peak
of
30.374
of national leaders who are sup- I(
fans
back
in 1949.
lins, Willie Ann Allen, Maxine Fos-;
Little Rock.
is also her homeronm teacher. She take the job, put it this way:
porting the Democratic program 1.
ter, Patsy Robinson, JeWeline Rob- and committee members are talkVARIOUS WINNER8
is a distinguished member of "I had been led to believe there
ing about a similar turnout for
and the Democratic nominees. '
LILLIE PARKER
First place winners in the var- inson and Yvonne Jenkins.
11/
many of the extra curricular was no segregation in Massachuthis big intersectional battle.
Charles J. Wartman, executive
'
ions divisions were:
The funeral of the late Mrs.' Classic
setts.
Hos.
groups
school,
I
at
found
namely
otherwis
the
e."
editor
night
at
of
the
the
YMCA.
Michigan Chronicle
I wasn't there
headquarters at 903 U st.
Fat Hog Auction Sale— grand Cora Chism was held Sunday,
club Motor and Libraytes
was. named assistant to Vice
MUTUAL CONSENT
champion hog, J. B. Gammon, of Sept. 23, at the New Salem Mis- N. W. already is a beehive of 1 to see it but I was told every- ence club.
I
But school superintendent L. Chairman William L. Dawson of
ii
Gammonville 4-H club; Reserve sionery Baptist church, Riceville activity with officials handling thing that went oa. My informer
After completing her se nior Munro Grandy said the contract the Democratic National Commit,1 ticket requests.
; said everything was flunky Dory.
champion, Wiliam Ward, of Ed- Ark.
Instead of being ai the Y it will year at BTW, Lillie is anticipat- Mclure signed by mail was brohznonson 4-11 club•
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rayner
coordinate the campaign activities
be held at the Fairgrounds next ing enrolling at Tennessee State en by mutual consent.
Senior division — grand cham-, a 306 N. 11th at., had as their YOUR CONDUCT
Thursday, Friday and Saturday unlversity where .she is content- lie said Mclure declined an of- of Congressman Dawson's office in
ion fat h og, JohnG
Gammon: re- I guests, Mr. and Mrs. James Moore
.or n business edu- fer to teach a six-grade class aft- addition to handing press rela!nights. The ()Id Cane said: "Boy p
serve champion by Clevela lad of New York, Miss Doris Moore, At the footba11 games Lately •it
•
cation.
She
was
also elected Miss er being told the post of teaching tions and publicity.
ere aren 15,000s
there has beena considerably
ere
•
Vaughns, of Earle. John Gammon of Tessa, Grover Cleveland, of ,
Homecoming for the 55, 56 school retarded children had been filled
Wartman has been associated
I'll
resign"
and
let's
not
large
disapamount of trouble. However
Thera Is • mosso why peopi• s
Flint, Mich.
also sold a registered gilt.
before
arrival.
his
year.
As
her
steady
Lillie
with
is
the
unMichiga
point
n
Chronicl
him. How about it?
e for Ilk. re di• Itsesissee• wiito
this does not refer to the game
es. It o
The annual Women's Day was1
Junior lovestock first placers:
decided at the moment. H e r The young Negro educator, who 14 years and has been executive
is see prompt, frismIly
' Fat Steers — W. T. Townsend; held Sunday, Sept. 23 at the New that was played last Saturday, be- NO GREATER LOVE WAS NO church affiliations are with the has his bachelor of arts degree editor of the paper since
1949.
He
cause
when this was written the MAN FOR HIS SCHOOL
Sows, J. B. Gammon; Gilts, La- St. Paul Missionary Baptist cherch
amid theirs ;
Metropolitan Baptist church where and master of arts in Educa- represented the Democratic Na- caurt••••
' No greater love was no man for I the Rev. S. A. Owen is pastor.
to help you.
renzo Miller; Dairy Cows. Lucy with Beautiful Zion. Pilgrim Rest game had not been played.
tion, said all he was offered was tional Committee through
VI ce
"$1,000 for my transportation back Chairman Dawson's office during
Lane; Diary Heifers, Otis Barnes and New Mt. Zion churches were
Open Thursday Nighty
guests for the d ay.
and Bulls. J. B. Gammon.
to where I came from."
the 1952 Presiaential campaign as
Until 8 P. M.
Mclure said he found the color a reporter and observer on the
Livestock first place win-. Mrs. Anna Taylo- served as misClosed all day Saturday
line operating in full force across Stevenson campaign tour. A gradtress of ceremonies. Rev. J. W. I
ners:
ers:
the country. He said:
Dairy cows, John Gammon; FArman . is church minister.
uate of Virginia State college and
"The only way to get to Massa- Atlanta university, Wartman was
Dairy Heifers, B. J. Dyer; Beef . Following the impressive marchusetts was to drive night and an instructor in the history defat steers, Jeffrey Morris; Bulls,: nags ceremony that united Mrs.
day. Often we were barred from partment of Virginia State college
Luther Bailey; Beef cows, John I Mollie Bell Neal and Rev. Ike'
motels and even from getting a before serving in the Army in ,
Gammon; Fat gilts. John Clanton. Hill Saturday, Sept 8, a reception'
bite to eat. Fortunately I had a 1942.
School Exhibits:
was held at the lovely home of ;
152 MADISON AVE.
companion with me, and we took
Mr. Wartman is a member of '
Mother Barnes. of 233 S. 12th st.
High school, Wonder High.
Phone JA. 5-7611
turns at the wheel. We got no the Michigan State Fair Commis- ,
Rev. Hill, pastor of Wendell BapElementary, Wonder High.
Horne Owned . Hamra Notated
food
until
we
reached
Chicago
."
sion to which he was appointed
Community Booth winner was tist church, and his bride honey- 1
mooned in Mississippi.
Absent Wynne community,
•
Emmerson Harts, of 501 S. 11th
Absent Wynne also took first
St.. left for Chicago, to spend a
place in the float judging.
osseS
The Wonder High school band week with his aunt, Mrs. Ida Horled the parade for the Negro Fair tort. He is the son of Rev, and:
MARK TWAIN THOUGHT SO TOO?
Mrs. S. M. Hart.
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Wartman Will
Assist Dawson
For Democrats
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AUTOS -FURNITURE
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DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

(

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar at L•utlerdrel•
Phorp• 1.• 5-6348

Author Twain joined the many famous Americans who
praised Old Crow-and enjoyed it often at hisfavorite tavern.

LATER NEWS
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In my school colamn next week
will be a coverage of the game
be'ween Washington •n•I Central
and Washington and Douglass.
And the student of the week will
be Joe Dukes and??? Also will be
a story of the fair and the exhib-
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MH.VI THE PICNICKERS
%%ore caught many an upperclassman eye last vseek at
Tennessee State unit ersity
when fre•shinee and hew stu•

ceD
410 4200

dents had their outing on the
University Lakes. In their
"li y League" toes these iresh•
nien are (from left) Lewis
G. Ford, Memphis: Patsy
Wilks. Chattanooga; Lonnii.

VISIT THE SOUTH'S ONLY NEGRO OWNED
AND OPERATED GARMENT FACTORY

my handy new

Kitchen Telephone"

CHOIR
ROBES

(in color, too)

PULPIT

SUITS
O'COATS

ACADEMIC
GOWNS

With a handy telephone in your
kitchen, you can place and take calls
right where you work. Looks
pretty. too, in your choice of decor:11°r
colors. Helps you sail through the day.
Costs just pennies a day. This you'll like!

SKIRTS
TROUSERS

STOLES

To order, just call our B1161110S6 Office. Or ask
any installer-reoaorrnan you happen to see

Bodden & Company Tailors, Inc.

Southern Boll Telephone

582 Vance Avenue - Memphis, Tennessee

anti Telegraph Company
•

CALL US FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION — BUDGET TERMS

JA. 7-5425 — JA. 5-9508

Carr. Memphis; Doris Buchanan, Memphis, and Florence A.
Patrick, Columbia. with Upperclassman Marshall M. Porter of Memphis.
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Wide variety
Of Plentiful
Foods On List
Memphis fool shoppers mil have
wide variety of plentiful foods
to select from in planning hearty
fall meals for the family. Seasonal marketings of both crops and
livestock will be heavy in October. Leo W. Smith of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture says,
.,ssuring an abundance of a numiier of foods ideally suited for premeals.
Foods that will be plentiful in
the Mid-South and Southeast areas
during October. according to
Smith, are beef and canned and ,
processed beef products. turkeys,
broilers, pork, rice, potatoes, milk,'
cheese and other dairy products.
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Available in a lighter, milder
.90 Proof bottling ofsuch superb
quality it has become
America's most popular bourbon!
OLD CROW
"A\
MN—L,.,14t
•11

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY
SO PROOF

100 ProofBottled in Bond
available as usual
wfk,
(
-LIZ "r/mal"

.

500KY WHIShrY
•

iir (
BOl

STRUM

7.?..frAiwe

.7;e
THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO,
DIVISION OF NATIONAL DISTILLERS
PRODUCTS CORP., FRORFORi:1111;

•II"

